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 > Welcome

We offer our customers a complete line of  

safety training products that allow professional 

health & safety officers, instructors, and firefighters 

to conduct safe, realistic and effective hands-on 

training exercises across a broad spectrum of 

safety emergency scenarios including fire  

extinguisher training, evacuation training and 

HazMat training. 

We have developed products in-house for over 

25 years: from product innovation, product 

design, detailed engineering, testing to technical 

implementation. We have worked with thousands 

of safety and fire professionals to continually 

develop new training systems that meet your 

training demands and are linked with the latest 

technical solutions. 

In addition to our safety training tools, HAAGEN 

researches and develops fire training tools as 

well as designs, develops and builds the largest, 

most advanced fire training systems, buildings 

and complexes around the globe. If you are 

looking for more detailed information on our 

fire training tools, please request our dedicated 

fire training tools catalogue.

At HAAGEN we are dedicated to offering  

our customers the highest level of service and 

maintenance. Our highly-trained technicians 

and state of the art equipment make it possible  

for us to deliver high quality products and 

service. At HAAGEN, we share our customers’ 

passion for the critical roles they play in keeping  

people safe through good training. That is why 

we are committed to developing the best products 

possible, and to offering ongoing support and 

maintenance to enhance your satisfaction with 

our products.

For additional information please visit our 

website or call one of our offices.

HAAGEN, a world leader in innovative safety 

and fire training products and projects.

HAAGEN is a leading manufacturer of safety training tools used 

worldwide. Better tools and training mean a safer workspace  

environment. HAAGEN products employ smart technology to  

give trainees realistic and cost-effective hands-on training. 
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 > bUllseYe™ eXtInGUIsHeR tRaInInG sYstem

 bullsEye uses advanced laser technology to simulate the discharge of a 
water, foam, dry-chemical or CO2 extinguisher for a completely clean, safe 

and effective training experience. BullsEye senses where the user aims and 
sweeps a laser training extinguisher and automatically varies the LED driven 
digital flames in response, only extinguishing the fire if the proper technique 
is used. Your trainees learn how to effectively use a fire extinguisher in a real 
world environment. Training can now take place completely indoors — from 
the conference room to the production floor.

bUllseYe featURes

cLean
The BullsEye extinguisher uses a conical laser to replicate actual extinguisher discharge. For training 
variation, the BullsEye system can also be used with the air/water SmartExtinguisher®. 

saFe
Relies on LED driven digital flames and a laser extinguisher provide a completely safe training experience.

eFFective
Provides an engaging training experience. Hundreds of trainees can be trained in a single day without 
recharging any extinguishers.

reaListic
BullsEye extinguishers have sound effects, a timed discharge and are weighted accordingly (2.5, 6 or 
9 kg) to closely simulate real extinguishers.

bUllseYe advantaGes
> Allows training to take place entirely indoors, in the actual work environment.
> Grades users making it easy to monitor improvement and proficiency.
> Set up and break down in just two minutes.
> Easy to transport.

Package
a buLLseye
b misty eLectronic  

bLinDmask 
(See page 25).

c Fs box (See page 27). 
a b

c

Comprehensive training is simple with the instructor’s training  
package. Set the stage for an emergency with the FS Box, help  
trainees learn to operate comfortable in smoke-filled conditions  
with Misty, and teach proper extinguishment  
technique with BullsEye.
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 > m-fIRe tRaInInG sYstem
fUll scale flames In a poRtable packaGe

t he M-FIRE is a versatile fire training system that produces full-scale flames 
 in a highly portable package. Multiple fire settings, a wide range of props 

and pre-programmed fire scenarios give you the tools to prepare your personnel  
to safely handle a fire. Also, because of its slim profile, the M-FIRE can be 
transported from training site to training site in virtually any vehicle.

The M-FIRE utilises direct ignition and a dry burner system to produce flames 
at the push of a button. Multiple fire scenarios can be achieved with the  
M-FirE training system by using the hand-held controller.

pRe-pRoGRammed fIRe scenaRIos
Challenge trainees with one of the following realistic flame response of the M-FIRE  
pre-programmed scenarios:
> Growing fire scenario to simulate the fire spread of a combustible materials fire. The longer the fire 

burns, the more difficult it is to extinguish. If the trainee controls the fire and extinguishes the flames 
at any point in the scenario, the system automatically shuts-down signaling a successful evolution.

> Reigniting fire scenario to simulate the importance of continuing to apply the extinguisher to a 
class B fire to control re-ignition. 

> Fire with varying flame intensity. Throughout the evolution, the intensity varies from high-fire to 
low-fire. 

m-fIRe pRops
Stainless steel props can be used with the M-FIRE to simulate different fire scenarios. Props available
include a dustbin prop, flatscreen prop, an electric cabinet prop, an electric motor prop, deep fat 
fryer prop and an explosion cage prop. See next page.

m-fIRe advantaGes
> Realistic and safe fire extinguisher training with multiple fire settings.
> Simulate different fire scenarios with our props.
> Built-in wheels and pull handle make the M-FIRE easily transportable by one person.
> No need to transport water to fill the tray before a training session as the M-FIRE 

utilises direct ignition and a dry burner system to produce flames at the push of 
a button.

> With one push on the handheld controller you’re ready to train. The system 
starts quickly so you can train one student after the other. 

> If the trainee is unable to extinguish the flames in any of the fire scenarios, the system 
shuts down after 60 seconds or when the instructor releases the ignition button.
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fIRe tRaInInG pRops
Challenge trainees to recognise the class of fire, select the proper extinguisher and use the correct 
technique to put-out the fire with the M-FIRE props. These robust props fit directly on top of the M-FIRE 
with the prop adapter plate. When used in combination with one of the three pre-programmed fire  
scenarios, these props produce highly realistic scenarios.

 > m-fIRe tRaInInG sYstem

safetY featURes
> The M-FIRE handheld controller includes a safety switch  

that instantly shuts-down the flames when released.
> Integrated flame detection from redundant flame sensors  

ensure that flames are present for gas to flow to the burners. 
> The M-FIRE features two electronic ignition systems for  

quick and reliable start-up.

> Overheat sensors are integrated into the system and  
automatically shut-down the M-FIRE if an unsafe  
temperature is reached.

> The M-FIRE produces a warning tone before each ignition.

1. Dustbin
Teach trainees to stand back 
and aim the extinguisher to 
properly extinguish common 
dustbin fires. Set the M-FIRE to 
a scenario for a constant flame 
or to simulate a fire that grows 
in intensity until it is extinguished. 

3. m-Fire stove toP
Simulate a stove-top grease  
fire with the M-FIRE stove top.  
Trainees can first use an 
extinguisher to knock down the 
flames and cover the chip-fryer 
to put the fire out. Simulated 
burners are included to add to 
the realism of the scenario.

4. m-Fire FLatscreen
Simulate a flatscreen TV or 
computer monitor with this 
electrical fire prop. Flames are 
fed through the bottom of the 
prop and erupt from the vents 
on the rear of the screen. Set the  
M-FirE to a scenario for a constant  
flame or to simulate electrical 
surges and bursts of flame.

2. m-Fire motor
With flames shooting from both 
ends of a large electric motor 
casing, the M-FirE motor prop 
realistically simulates an over-
heated or shorting motor fire.

5. m-Fire eLectric cabinet
As flames spread from inside the 
electrical cabinet, the working 
door on the M-FirE electric 
cabinet can be used to teach 
trainees to isolate a fire and 
protect surrounding equipment 
by first knocking down the fire, 
then closing the door.

Package
a m-Fire b Fire training ProP 

(#1, 2 or 3)
c unDerFrame

a c
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 > fIRe tRaIneR

t he Fire Trainer is ideal for realistically simulating burning liquids along  
 with other types of fire. This innovative fire simulator allows you to effectively 

train with small fire extinguishers. The burn unit is filled with water to simulate 
a burning liquids fire.

The Fire Trainer is also multi-functional. With the aid of the optional stainless 
steel grid, various fire props can be used allowing you to recreate realistic fire 
situations. The Fire Trainer comes with a wired remote control for easy and 
safe ignition.

fIRe tRaIneR advantaGes
> Safe training.
> Realistic fire extinguisher training.
> Easy to assemble.
> Ignition by a push on the button.

▼ Fire trainer wired remote control

▼ Fire Trainer
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 > I.t.s.™ eXtInGUIsHeR tRaInInG sYstem

t hrough the use of innovative, patented technology, the intelligent Training  
 System (i.T.S.) provides clean, safe and cost effective extinguisher training. 

The intelligent Training System senses where the trainee aims and sweeps the 
SmartExtinguisher® training extinguisher and varies the flames automatically, 
putting the fire out only when the proper technique is used. The SmartExtinguishers 
are recharged quickly and easily with only compressed air and water.

When the trainee squeezes the handle of the “smart” training extinguisher, a 
directional ultrasonic signal is emitted from the tip of the training extinguisher’s 
nozzle. This signal is picked up by the four sensors on the front of the intelligent 
Training System base unit.

The on-board microprocessor control system determines exactly where the 
user is aiming and sweeping. Variable electronic valves constantly adjust  
the amount of propane sent to the burners to simulate the fire’s response  
to the extinguisher.

IntellIGent tRaInInG sYstem featURes

cLean
Eliminates the discharge of any dry-chemical or CO2. I.T.S. utilises clean burning propane.

saFe
Has sensors that automatically shut off the flames if the system is bumped, knocked or set up improperly. 
Flames go out instantly when the safety switch is released.

eFFective
Provides a realistic and engaging training experience.

IntellIGent tRaInInG sYstem advantaGes
> Safe training.
> Makes training easy and reduces costs significantly with HAAGEN rechargeable training extinguishers.
> Grades users making it easy to monitor improvement and proficiency. Trains more people more  

effectively in less time.

◄ PORTABLE
lightweight and easy  
to transport 

▼ I.T.S. live fire system remote controller ▼ Clean burning propane
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 > class a fIRe tRaIneR
smoUldeRInG fIRe bURneRs

 HAAGEN’s Class A Fire Trainer is a revolutionary fire extinguisher training 
system that simulates realistic wood-burning fires using gas, glowing 

ember elements, and specially designed flame-proof wooden props.

The Class A Fire Trainer is easy to transport, operate, and offers a clean and 
safe alternative to traditional fire extinguisher training. 

The Class A system includes three burners located beneath the non-flammable 
wood logs. Temperature sensors provide smart control of the flames, allowing  
fires to grow gradually, flare up, smoulder, and even reignite. The fire is only 
extinguished if the trainee successfully puts out the fire and keeps it from 
rekindling by applying the appropriate amount of extinguisher agent. The Class A 
Fire Trainer can be used with both water and foam fire extinguishers.

class a fIRe tRaIneR advantaGes
> Gas based training system with the appearance of a wood fire.
> Temperature sensors determine when the glowing embers have been cooled long enough and there 

is no risk of re-ignition.
> Fire can be extinguished by using a dry chemical, water or foam extinguisher.
> Different levels of difficulty make it possible to vary the extinguisher time needed to extinguish the fire. 
> Safe operation by remote control.
> After the fire is extinguished the Class A Fire Trainer is immediately available for the next trainee.



 > dUst blast

 dust Blast accurately demonstrates the hazards of dust explosions.  
When dust particles become aerated at the base of a fire and oxygen  

is added to the mix, a high-velocity explosive combustion can occur.  
Preventing this kind of dust explosion requires special fire-fighting strategies.

Dust Blast recreates dust explosions to help trainees recognize their precursors 
before they enter the field. Simulations can be conducted with various powders 
for a range of training opportunities. The built-in air compressor forces air in 
the combustion chamber and aerates the powder mix. The explosion is  
detonated by an electric ignition controlled by the instructor.

tRaInInG oppoRtUnItIes
> Demonstrate the hazard of dust explosions.
> Demonstrate how a material that is not generally flammable suddenly becomes combustible  

when it is airborne in tiny droplets or particles.
> Use different types of powders to simulate different kind of dust explosions and show why  

one powder is so much more combustible compared to another.
> Show your trainees what conditions are necessary for combustion.
> Teach trainees the danger of combustion in everyday life.

18 //
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 > vapoUR blast

 In production and work places, hazardous areas can develop 
wherever flammable substances and oxygen are present  

in sufficient quantities to form an explosive atmosphere.  
Hazardous areas are often found in chemical factories, refineries, 
enamelling plants, paint workshops, mills and stores for milled 
products and other combustible dusts, in tank facilities and loading 
areas for flammable gases, liquids and solids.

The Vapour Blast is the ideal tool for demonstrating the explosive limits  
and effects of various concentrations of fuel. To create a range of blasts,  
the instructor can add a number of drops of volatile flammable liquids,  
vary the temperature, and vary the mixing labels.

tRaInInG oppoRtUnItIes
> Demonstrate the concepts of explosive vapours.
> Demonstrate how a flammable substance and oxygen (air) can form an explosive atmosphere when 

present in sufficient quantities.
> Simulate how combustible materials mixed with air have a lower and an upper explosive limits  

and the explosive range lies between these limits.
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 > smaRtdUmmY™ InteRactIve RescUe manIkIns
tHe smaRtdUmmY™ RescUe manIkIn lIstens and calls oUt foR Help

t he SmartDummy rescue manikin is tough enough to take intense training 
 and smart enough to interact with rescuers. Built with rugged, abrasion 

resistant materials, the SmartDummy can handle your toughest training  
requirements. Internal weighted padding and a flexible design provide uniform 
weight distribution and realistic feel. The interactive built-in VoiceBox gives 
your victim a voice and adds realism to the scenario. record messages for 
continuous or sound activated playback. The SmartDummy can cough, call out 
for help, or direct rescuers to find additional victims.

smartDummy
The SmartDummy is constructed with crush-resistant materials, a rugged uni-shell covering, Drag 
Rescue Device (DRD) strap and removable boots that can withstand a full range of intense training 
scenarios. The SmartDummy’s internal weighted padding provides even weight distribution and feels 
like a real victim. Flexible joints enable a full range of mobility without pinch points. The programmable 
VoiceBox is located in the head for ease of access. 

extrication smartDummy
Create victim removal scenarios with the Extrication SmartDummy. Simulate a variety of serious 
bodily injuries including torso impalement or a severed arm or leg. The built-in VoiceBox gives your 
victim a voice and adds interactivity to the scenario. 

smaRtdUmmY advantaGes
> Realistic in size and weighted to human proportions.
> Designed to withstand heavy objects laid on them for realistic and challenging rescue training.
> SmartDummy rescue manikins are tough enough to place in hazardous situations too dangerous 

for live volunteers.
> Very durable construction that will ensure years of use.

► Extrication SmartDummy

▼ Interactive Voicebox



 > smaRtdUmmY eXeRcIse packaGes
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Package 1
a smartDummy JeFF

Jeff is a rescue manikin built 
with a specially developed 
heavy-duty canvas material 
that is tough enough for fire 
training, but flexible enough 
to simulate victims. Available 
in 24 kg and 48 kg.

b voicebox
The VoiceBox gives your 
victim a voice and adds 
realism to the scenario.  
The programmable VoiceBox 
is located in the head for 
ease of access.

Package 2
a smartDummy JeFF
b voicebox
c WeighteD vest

Constructed of heavy 
duty reinforced nylon and 
contoured to conform to the 
dimensions of the HAAGEN 
SmartDummy. The vest 
features four rugged Velcro 
straps and is fully adjustable 
up to 27 kg.

D nomex® coveraLL suit
The flame-resistant Nomex 
coverall suit is custom  
crafted to fit the HAAGEN 
SmartDummy with or without 
the optional weighted vest. 
Constructed from Nomex 
fire-resistant material, this 
suit is abrasion resistant, 
machine washable and safe 
for use in live-fire training 
evolutions.

Package 3
e smartDummy thomas

Create vehicle extrication, 
entanglement and industrial 
accident scenarios with the 
extrication SmartDummy. 
Available in 24 kg.

b voicebox

Package 4
e smartDummy thomas
b voicebox
c WeighteD vest
D nomex® coveraLL suit

Package 5
a smartDummy JeFF (a) or 

thomas (e)
F etna smoke generator

industrial-grade smoke  
generator specially developed 
for intense fire service 
and in-house emergency 
response team training.

a

e

F

b

c D
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 > fIRe manIkIn
peRson-on-fIRe tRaInInG

t he fire manikin allows you to train how to quickly 
 react to burning victims. The manikin is made of a 

flame resistant, non-ceramic and asbestos-free material. 
Used with HAAGEN’s proprietary fire gel, the fire manikin 
is a powerful tool for demonstrating the dangers of  
combustible clothing, or for conducting hands-on  
training in the use of fire extinguishers or fire blankets. 

The fire manikin is robust enough to withstand over  
1,000 training evolutions, is water repellent, strengthened 
at the ends of the arms and legs. Available in a junior 
10 kg and 20 kg version.

tRaInInG oppoRtUnItIes
> Practice knock down drills, using fire blankets, or using portable 

fire extinguishers when responding to a person on fire.
> Ideal for fire safety awareness training. The fire manikin can be used to 

demonstrate to children, adults, and senior citizens the hazards associated 
with wearing loose and flammable clothing when near an open flame.

> Ideal for student instruction and or participation. Can be demonstrated 
in the standing or laying positions. 

 > fIRe manIkIn packaGe

a Fire manikin 
The fire manikin allows 
to train how to quickly 
react to burning victims. 

b stanD
The stainless stand 
allows you to train 
with the fire manikin 
in either an upright 
or prone position. its 
special design also 
allows for knock-down 
training exercises so 
students can effectively 
learn the appropriate 
responses.

c Fire geL
Used with HAAGEN’s 
unique fire gel concept, 
the fire manikin can 
provide over 1,000 
training evolutions.

D shieLD
The heat protecting 
shield protects your fire 
manikin and ensures a 
longer life span.

a
c

D

b
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cHallenGe tRaInees to opeRate In loW vIsIbIlItY

a dd the challenge of low visibility to any training scenario with the Misty. 
From emergency evacuation training for employees to hands-on fire 

rescue training for firefighters, Misty helps your trainees learn to operate 
comfortably in smoke filled conditions.

With the handheld controller, the instructor can vary the visibility from perfectly 
clear to near black-out conditions while having a clear view of the training 
exercise. Trainees learn to adapt and stay calm in challenging emergency 
situations. Misty is ideal for exercises in locations where using actual smoke 
is not possible. 

The instructor unit and student units are linked via wireless communication. 
Using the handheld instructor unit, the trainer can determine and dynamically 
adjust the level of visibility experienced by the students. The system includes 
six different radio channels, allowing a maximum of six groups (12 students) 
to train in the same location.

mIstY advantaGes
> Learn trainees how to adapt and stay calm in challenging emergency situations.
> Train employees to find exits, practice emergency action plan in a smoke filled environment.
> Teach trainees to stay low for better visibility by varying the smoke settings.
> Set the visibility of each mask manually or select automatic mode, which constantly varies the visibility.
> Misty is ideal for exercises in locations where using actual smoke is not possible.
> As an instructor you have a continuous clear view of the training exercise. 
> Trainees can clear the mask at any time with an emergency stop button. 
> Combine with a digital fire extinguisher trainer for a highly realistic experience.

 > mIstY electRonIc blIndmask

▼ Misty electronic blindmask

▼ Misty set in carrying case
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pRodUce fUll RanGe of vIsUal and soUnd effects dURInG YoUR  
tRaInInG eXeRcIse

t he FS-Box is a professional-grade simulator that allows you to create realistic  
 fire and emergency incident scenes anywhere at any time. The FS-Box is 

equipped with LED lights to simulate a variety of fire effects. Built in sound 
recorder and players provide sound effects. Choose from four professionally 
pre-recorded sound effects (crackling fire, leaking gas, leaking liquids,  
and an impending structural collapse) or record your own sounds using the 
built-in microphone. 

The FS-Box primary control station is the base that drives the system. integrated 
electronics and built-in rechargeable batteries are housed in a high quality  
casing. The primary control station can be extended with secondary units, 
which are connected to the primary control station by cables. String multiple 
secondary units together up stairs, down hallways, or throughout your training 
ground to create dynamic emergency incidents.

fs-boX advantaGes 
> Create realistic fire and emergency incident scenes anywhere at any time.
> Simulate a variety of fire effects with the built-in LED lights.
> Built-in sound recorder and players provide sound effects or record  

your own sounds using the built-in microphone.
> Extend the primary control station with secondary units to create  

dynamic emergency incidents.

 > fs-boX

Package
a Fs box
b misty eLectronic  

bLinDmask 
(See page 25).

a b
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 > smoke GeneRatoRs foR WoRkplace safetY tRaInInG
toUGH tools foR seRIoUs tRaInInG

 HAAGEN smoke generators use smart controls to continuously produce 
the best smoke possible for fire and emergency services training. Built 

on a steel chassis with all metal structural components, these smoke generators 
are built to handle the toughest training demands and stand the test of time.

HAAGEN Smoke Liquid has been developed to produce a dense, thick smoke 
with an extended hang-time. Advanced sensors and controls enable HAAGEN 
smoke generators to produce a continuous supply of smoke without recharging  
or reheating. Consistent temperatures keep the smoke from becoming “wet” 
and producing a residue, eliminating the need for clean up and making it 
possible to fill a building with training smoke without creating a mess.

Whether you are doing fire safety exercises or evacuation training, HAAGEN 
smoke generators don’t stop until your training is done.

smoke generator etna
With built-in handles, steel chassis and rubberised feet, the Etna is portable enough to be easily 
moved, but tough enough to handle the demands of intense training. Smart controls and an integrated 
smoke liquid tank enable the Etna to produce smoke continuously for hours.

smoke generator vesuvius
The HAAGEN Vesuvius is a heavy-duty, high-volume smoke generator for the most demanding 
training scenarios. Dual heaters and a specialised heat-exchanger ensure efficient smoke production 
on a large scale. With integrated handles and built-in wheels, the Vesuvius can easily be repositioned 
in between exercises.

smoke GeneRatoR advantaGes
> Provide employees with a realistic picture of how difficult evacuation during a fire can be.
> Add realism to your company’s fire safety training. 
> Quickly fill buildings with dense smoke for large area exercises.
> Create a zero visibility environment in seconds for advanced fire and search and rescue training..

▼ Etna smoke generator

▲ Wireless remote control

▼ Vesuvius smoke generator
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 > smoke GeneRatoRs foR WoRkplace safetY tRaInInG
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HaaGen smoke GeneRatoR

tRadItIonal smoke macHInes

too Hot
(BurNed smoke)

too Hot
(BurNed smoke)

Continuous smoke Generation

too cold
(“wet smoke”)

too cold
(“wet smoke”)

HAAGEN SMOkE GENERATORS generate a 
high quality, dense, uniform, “dry” smoke 
through the use of advanced controls 
and a specific smoke liquid formula. 
Heaters and liquid pumps are controlled 
by on-board electronics to precisely bring 
the smoke liquid to the right temperature, 
ensuring a continuous supply of high 
quality smoke.

B1

T1 T4

T2

T3

HaaGen smoke GeneRatoRs vs. tRadItIonal smoke macHInes

B1 the haagen smoke generator reaches operating temperature. The smoke liquid flow is balanced with heater temperature to achieve 
continuous smoke generation in the optimal temperature range.

T1 the traDitionaL smoke machine begins making smoke  
when the heater temperature reaches the maximum setting. 

T2 The smoke liquid is pumped at a constant rate, gradually  
reducing the heater temperature. 

T3 The traditional smoke machine temperature is too low to produce 
smoke. Liquid flow is stopped until the heaters reach the maximum 
temperature setting.

T4 Maximum heater temperature setting is reached. Liquid flow and 
smoke production resumes.

Optimal temperature range

Optimal temperature range

tRadItIonal smoke macHInes
All smoke machines create smoke by pumping smoke liquid 
through heaters. As heat energy is transferred from the heaters to 
the smoke liquid, the heaters inevitably cool down. Once below a 
certain temperature smoke can no longer be generated, which is 
why smoke machines need time to reheat and recharge between 
discharges. To extend operating time, these smoke machines  
often start at a higher-than optimal temperature, resulting in 
burnt particles. As smoke is generated, the heater temperature  
falls through the optimal range to below optimal resulting in  
“wet” smoke that leaves a residue. The smoke liquid is then cut  
off to give the heaters time to recover.

HaaGen smoke GeneRatoRs
HAAGEN smoke generators are different. Instead of a constant 
flow of smoke liquid and a wide range of heater temperatures, 
HAAGEN smoke generators control the amount of liquid delivered 
to the heaters to precisely balance the heat transfer, ensuring a 
constant temperature and a constant supply of high quality smoke.

This balance is achieved through advanced sensors and controls 
utilised by HAAGEN smoke generators. This technology not  
only provides a continuous supply of smoke, but also ensures  
the highest quality smoke possible with minimal burnt or  
un-vaporised particles.
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 > smoke GeneRatoR packaGes
Package 1
a etna or vesuvius smoke 

generator
industrial-grade smoke  
generator specially  
developed for intense fire 
and in-house emergency 
response team training.

b smoke LiquiD 5L (etna) 
or 20L (vesuvius)
HAAGEN smoke liquid has 
been developed to produce 
a dense, thick smoke with 
an extended hang-time. 

Package 2
a etna or vesuvius smoke 

generator
c WireLess remote controL

The wireless remote control 
can operate two different 
smoke generators separately 
or at the same time.

Package 3
a etna or vesuvius smoke 

generator
D smoke conDucting tube 

set Ø 63mm (etna) or  
Ø 127mm (vesuvius)
Set consisting of 5 metres 
of flexible plastic tubing  
and a connector piece with  
a diameter of 63 mm or  
127 mm.

Package 4
a etna or vesuvius smoke 

generator
b smoke LiquiD 5L (etna) 

or 20L (vesuvius)
c WireLess remote controL
D smoke conDucting tube 

set Ø 63mm (etna) or  
Ø 127mm (vesuvius)

a

b c D
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 > eXplo tRaIneR (Hazmat)
condUct Hands-on Gas detectoR tRaInInG WItH eXplo tRaIneR

 e xplo Trainer uses GasSource emitters and sensor technology to simulate 
 chemical and explosive gas emission sources. The rugged handheld meter 

reads the electronic emissions of four different “gasses”, with customisable 
alarm levels and intensity settings. 

Explo Trainer allows for comprehensive gas monitoring and response training  
for both safety personnel and fire service professionals. Simulated gas sources 
can be set up in work areas, chemical storage facilities, and near HVAC 
equipment where HazMat dangers can actually exist. Students learn how  
different gasses behave, how to locate emission sources, and how to establish 
safety perimeters in the event of a hazardous situation. 

Using the hand held instructor Unit, a trainer can set alarm levels, adjust the 
gas being monitored and even manually increase or decrease gas readings 
to provide additional training challenges.

Set the scene with our HazMat Placard Kit which includes a full set of DOT 
placards, UN-numbers identification signs and the NFPA diamond. Expand 
your training with our sizzling gas bottle and leaking propane tank compressed 
gas cylinder props that create an electronic hissing noise when the valves 
are opened.

eXplo tRaIneR advantaGes
> Conduct safe and realistic hazardous incident training exercises.
> Simulate chemical and explosive gas emission sources.
> Learn how to read electronic emissions.
> Students can measure oxygen, carbon monoxide, hydrogen sulphide and LEL, and how to establish 

safety perimeters in the event of a hazard situation.
> Using the hand-held instructor unit, observe what your students are doing. A trainer can set alarm 

levels, adjust the gas being monitored and even manually increase or decrease gas readings to provide 
additional training challenges.

> A detachable probe allows students to train on spot measurements and point source locations.

▼ HazMat training
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 > Hazmat tRaInInG packaGes

Package 1
a exPLo trainer

The Explo Trainer is a gas detector 
training simulator that allows you conduct 
hands-on hazmat drills. Delivered in a 
rugged carrying case with one instructor  
unit, one student unit, 3 gas source  
transmitters and one probe.

b sizzLing gas bottLe
Simulate gas leak emergencies.  
When opening the valve, the gas bottle 
produces realistic gas leak sounds  
using integrated electronics.

c tht-LiquiD
Produce a strong odour of leaking  
propane or natural gas for creating realistic 
hazard emergency response drills.

Package 2
a exPLo trainer
D hazmat LabeLs

Train on identifying the hazards and 
risks of a chemical product based on  
its Haz-Mat label

e un-numbers iDentiFication sign
Signs to identify the hazardous sub-
stances and the class of the hazard. 

F coLour LiquiDs
Simulate chemical spills with the  
Coloured Liquids Kit.

Package 3
a exPLo trainer
b sizzLing gas bottLe
c tht-LiquiD
D hazmat LabeLs
e un-numbers iDentiFication sign
F coLour LiquiDs
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 > mobIle fIRe safetY tRaInInG
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 > mobIle fIRe safetY tRaInInG
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poRtable tRaIneRs foR maXImUm fleXIbIlItY

 f lexibility is critical for instructors. This is why HAAGEN supplies a complete 
 range of Mobile Fire Training Systems. Our Mobile Systems are self- 

contained training facilities which can be brought on location to conduct 
training exercises. To take account individual training requirements, our systems 
are configured specifically for each customer and can include either digital or 
gas-based live fire. 

 > mobIle fIRe safetY tRaInInG

cUstomIsable laYoUts
Our Mobile Fire Safety Training Systems are available with different layout options. Typical  
configurations include multiple fires, the control and monitoring room as well as the necessary  
technology area for the operation of the system. 

The fire training trailer can be equipped with multiple props such as a kitchen stove, desk, rack, lab, 
bed, dustbin or electric cabinet fire simulator. Custom props are also available to fit your training 
needs. Sound, light and smoke can be added as well to make the training even more realistic.

semItRaIleR / b+e tRaIleR 
The semitrailer is ideal for training companies. Instructors with a standard B+E driver’s license can 
operate the trailer enabling them to go to the customer’s site. Various exercises can be conducted in 
a B+E trailer. The B+E trailers can come with everything you need to conduct training and can be 
constructed with specific fire props to meet your particular requirements. This solution is particularly  
well suited for occupational safety training including fire extinguisher training.

fIRe tRaIleR
For intense fire fighting in a mobile environment, HAAGEN offers large-scale Fire Trailers. Fire Trailers 
can operate independently, and their heavy duty construction allows for a greater range of training. 
Intense fire fighting props can be safely operated in the trailer and with its larger footprint, separate 
classrooms can also be integrated into the trailer. Fire Trailers are designed so that they can be transported 
by any standard trucking company. 

safe tRaInInG
With all of our Mobile Fire Safety Training Systems we secure an outstanding safety level. Redundant 
safety devices for gas and temperature monitoring control the conditions in the fire room. If defined 
limits are exceeded or the emergency cut-off switch is operated, the system is automatically switched off.

MOBILE FIRE SAFETy 
TRAINING ADVANTAGES 

• The Systems 
mobility allows for 
maximum flexibility 
in scheduling and 
diverse uses by 
municipal, industrial 
and firefighting 
crews. 

• Health & safety 
instructors or  
firefighters can 
train people or 
team members  
at own location.

• realistic scenarios 
for fire extinguisher 
training using 
specific fire props.

• Safe training  
with monitoring 
equipment and 
manual Emergency 
Shutdown System.

• Class room 
training can be 
integrated into the 
Mobile Fire Safety 
Training Systems.

• Service and  
maintenance 
agreement  
possible.

▼ B+E trailer ▼ Gas-based kitchen stove prop ▼ Digital kitchen oven fire
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Fire Prevention education For the WorkPlace

 Provide important fire safety lessons with the Interactive Industrial and 
HazMat fire safety props. Train employees with simulated fire situations 

that are intense and realistic yet completely safe.

interactive SmartProPS
Our Fire & Safety trailers contain interactive SmartProps to create a fire emergency. The SmartProps 
are fully interactive, self-contained fire safety education tools designed to help you make the most of 
your fire prevention program. Challenge your trainees to react and respond by calling the emergency 
services, evacuating or attempting to extinguish the fire with a laser-driven training extinguisher which  
communicate in real time with each SmartProp to extinguish the simulated fire. Each SmartProp features 
integrated digital flames, training smoke and sound effects that respond directly to the trainee’s actions 
for realistic fire prevention training. Teach employees how to recognise dangers and stay safe with the 
following fire scenarios.

Kitchen Fire Scenario
Designed to resemble a real home or break room, the kitchen fire scenario offers hands-on emergency 
response and hazard recognition training. Teach your employees how to recognise dangers in the 
home and stay safe. For more advanced training, interactive SmartProps create a fire emergency.  
The SmartProps are designed to appear as normal household appliances an accessories, but with 
one push of a button by the instructor, the simulated kitchen emergency escalates as smoke fills the 
kitchen and the heat from the “fire” rapidly intensifies. Laser-driven extinguishers that communicate 
with the props in real time provide hands-on fire safety lessons.

induStrial room Fire Scenario
Teach occupational safety and response in the Industrial Room Fire Scenario using fire safety props 
including interchangeable HazMat placards, a chemical drum prop, leaking cylinder prop, lock-out 
tag-out station and smoking outlet prop. For emergency response training, a simulated sparking 
electrical panel ignites a parts washer creating a smoky Class B fire. Trainees can pull the fire alarm, 
secure the power and attempt to use a training extinguisher to put out the flames, keeping their 
evacuation path in mind.

 > mobile Fire SaFety training

▼ Industrial Room Fire Scenario ▼ Lock-out tag-out station
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